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Abbreviations used in footnotes
Introduction: Leo Strauss on the Permanent Problems and the
Predicaments of Modernity
i. Introduction
ii. Strauss and his critics
iii. The critique of modernity
iv. History and philosophy




Chapter One: Leo Strauss's Idea of History
i. Introduction
ii. Historicism on the meaning of history
iii. Turning to history
iv. Conclusion
Chapter Two: Revelation and Reason in Leo Strauss
i. Introduction
ii. Defining revelation and reason
Faith and belief vs. biblical criticism
Theology in the Bible and Greek philosophy
Biblical and philosophic moral precepts
The Bible and Greek philosophy on the scope of law and justice
iii. Either/Or
Revelation and reason as mutually exclusive opposites
The challenge of openness between theology and philosophy
iv. Dialogue between revelation and reason
Philosophy vs. atheism
Strauss, Judaism and Zionism
v. Conclusion
PART TWO
Strauss's Machiavelli on Religion: Neither Christian nor Pagan










ii. Machiavelli's judgment on Christianity
Christianity and matters of the world
The tyranny of religious authority





Machiavelli on the character of religion
iv. Conclusion
Chapter X'our: Cosmology and the Utility of Religion
i. Introduction
ii. Machiavelli's cosmological reflections
Divine attributes; God, heaven and Fortuna
Prophecy and heavenly signs
Fortuna
Fortuna and nature
Chance, accidents and the natural order of the world
iii. The utility of religion
Defining religion
' The use(s) of religion
iv. Conclusion
PARTTHREE
Strauss's Machiavelli on Philosophy: Political Virtue
Chapter X'ive: Moral Virtue and Human Action
i. Introduction
ii. Virtue and goodness
The scope ofgoodness
Virtue and the mean
A prudent mean
Virtue vs. goodness
iü. Free will, necessity and chance
Virtue and free will
Necessity and fear
Necessity and virtuous action
Necessþ and goodness
Free will vs. necessity and chance
iv. Conclusion
Chapter Six: Virtue and Governance
i. Introduction
ii. The common good and selfishness
Virtue and the common good




The factual truth of republican virtue and the common good
iii. Forms of government: republics, principalities and tyrannies
Republican rule or princely rule?
Virtue, princely rule and tyrants
Tyrants and the common good
Prolonging tyrannical rule
iv, Human nature, the common good and the highest good
Goodness and badness in human nature: a comparison with Hobbes
Human nafure and the common good
The eommon good vs. the highest good
v. Conclusion
Chapter Seven: The Legacy of Machiavellirs Moral-Political
Teaching
i. Introduction
ii. Strauss's concluding thoughts on Machiavelli
Plato and Machiavelli on the efficacy of the best regime
The newness of Machiavelli's moral-political teaching and its
opposition to the classics
The soullessness of Machiavelli's moral-political teaching
Machiavelli vs. the classics
Conclusion









The importance of the revelation-reason question in the works of Leo Strauss
is central to an understanding of his thought. This central question poses two
fundamental alternatives-religion and philosophy-for understanding the good life.
This thesis will seek to demonsfrate that the elucidation of these alternatives and
their shared opposition to modernity are key themes in Strauss's æuvre, particularly
in his critical study of Niccolò Machiavelli's teaching.
Part One offers a close reading of Strauss's idea of history and his conception
of the revelation-reason question. Chapter One shows why he thought it critically
important to undertake the study of the history of political philosophy, Chapter
Two, which examines how Strauss considered revelation and reason as
fundamentally different worldviews, refutes arguments that his position on the
authority and truth of religion was basically atheistic,
Parts Two and Three explore Strauss's critical study of Machiavelli's
teaching. Exploring Strauss's thesis that Machiavelli is neither Christian nor pagan,
Part Two examines Machiavelli's teaching on the nature and efficacy of religion.
Chapter Three focuses on his critique of Christianity, while Chapter Four focuses on
Strauss's response to Machiavelli's critique of religion in general. Chapters Five to
Seven explicate Strauss's thesis that Machiavelli's teaching on morality and politics
is a revolt against not only Biblical religion but also classical political philosophy as
found in Plato and Aristotle. Strauss's effort here is to demonstrate that Machiavelli
based his notions of goodness, virtue and governance in the o'effectual truth" of all
things, in the empirical realm, not in the abstract realm of eternal verities.
The close examination of Strauss's critical study of Machiavelli's teaching in
Parts Two and Three shows that Strauss identified his work as a commentary on
classical political philosophy. Nonetheless, as a critical engagement with the
precepts of Biblical religion, it was a contribution to philosophical tradition.
Strauss's open, if not precarious, stance with respect to these two traditions is
fundamental to understanding his critique of modernity. Strauss maintains that the
"crisis of our time" is the apogee of a modernity that has its point of origin in
Machiavelli's rejection of biblical and classical morality as a guide to the efficacy of
political virtue.
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